Conference Ethics and Technical Conference Quality Control

The Publisher strives to publish proceedings of original, high-quality research papers concerning current international interest. To achieve this, we endorse IEEE global standards of conference ethics and quality control of proceedings publications. Summary of Publisher’s conference ethics and technical conference quality control includes but not limited by:

- A conference is a place where researchers with similar interest present and discuss their latest findings.
- A conference needs to have a clear "call for papers".
- An international conference should provide Publisher with worldwide affiliated papers
- Conference organizers cannot promise any index services on their website.
- Conference organizers need to obey international spam ethics.
- All papers have to be presented by at least one of the authors at the conference.
- All papers have to be of high scientific quality and base on new research data.
- Papers can only be submitted to one conference and must describe current original research of international interest.
- Papers need to be submitted by corresponding authors via Publisher’s Editor/Review Tool.
- Corresponding author is responsible for paper preparation and all legal permissions of data used in the paper.
- Paper should be well structured, full text according to Agreement, written in acceptable English (proofread by qualified person), of international interest as well as referring latest worldwide published scientific research.
- One author can contribute to not more than two papers at one conference.
- All co-authors should provide their institutional contact information (affiliation and institutional email address) in the paper according to Publisher’s template
- Papers need to pass a proper peer-review (single blind peer-review by at least two independent scientists in the corresponding research area) via Publisher’s Editor/Review Tool.
- Papers need to be related to the selected topics according to Agreement
- Plagiarism in all its forms constitutes unethical publishing behavior and is unacceptable (this is strictly enforced by Publisher via iThenticate).
- Conference should prevent any possible conflict of interests, misconduct, misuse at any stage.
- All papers as well as whole proceedings are subject to a final Publisher’s Internal Scientific and Technical Review and can be refused from publication without further information.

For detailed information on current conference ethics and technical conference quality control in proceedings publication please refer to the white paper written by IEEE and endorsed internationally.
Related information:

https://www.scientific.net/PolicyAndEthics/ConferenceEthics
White paper written by IEEE
https://www.scientific.net/PolicyAndEthics/Ethics
https://www.scientific.net/PolicyAndEthics/PublishingPolicies
https://www.scientific.net/PolicyAndEthics/TermsAndConditions
https://www.scientific.net/Home/PrivacyPolicy